Name servers that collectively manage a global name space facilitate sharing of resources in a lewge internetwork by providing means of locating named objects. The efficiency with which the name space can be managed is strongly influenced by the adopted naming convention. Structured name spaces are shown to simplify name space management trom both an administrative and system viewpoint. Formulae have been derived which allow one to quantitatively measure the effect of the distributed name server configuration on a given client's level of performance. In general, the cost of a name server query can be reduced by distributing replicated copies of name server database entries in a way that exploits the locality of clients' reference patterns.
Introduction
Names have been widely used in computer systems as a convenient way of referring to shared resources [3, 4, 6, 8] . A ~arne can be simply defined as a character string identifying some object. Names are preferred to lower level identifiers such as memory pointers, disk block numbers, or network addresses because they typically indicate something about the contents or function of their referents and are easily transmitted between users.
To facilitate sharing, standard ways of naming objects, called na~/~g cwnverd/ans, must be established. In many existing computer systems, separate naming cortventions are used for different types of objects. For example, file names typically differ from user names. Due to the emergence of widely distributed systems in which a large.' number of computers are interconnected, the need for uniform naming conventions to identify the many available resources is becoming critical.
The set of names complying with a given nandng convention is called the name ~acs. Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the tiffs of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. Tc copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fcc and/or spccilic pennission.
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0-89791-136-9/84/006/0218 $00.75 a name server is defined to be any processor which stores information about named objects and provides facilities which enable users to access that information. Name servers act as distributed binding agents that bind an object's name to some of its properties, including the object's location. The name servers that store the information about a particular object are called the naming authorities or muthor/tab/ve name servers for that object.
For environments consisting of a substantial number of interconnected networks with a possibly large number of hosts, the cost of communication between clients and name servers is the major bottleneck in locating remote resources. In such an environment, the performance of name server queries is dominated by the number of name servers that must be accessed and the cost of accessing those name servers. The group of name servers that collectively manage the name space should be configured so as to minimize this cost for the average client.
Once a naming convention has been adopted, the many factors affecting the efficiency with which the name space can be managed and the cost of retrieving name server information include:
• the clients' patterns of reference to name server information, * the choice of authoritative name servers for parts of the name space, • the placement of name servers throughout the internet, • the amount of replication of name server information, • the number of name servers that are currently operational, • the performance of each individual name server.
The last factor has been neglected in this paper since stanclard performance evaluation and improvement techniques can be applied to enhance an individual name server's level of performance. Also, additional name servers can be employed if existing ones become overloaded.
The next section presents a model which incorporates the other factors so that the cost of a name server lookup can be quantified for various name server configurations. Several alternative schemes for naming objects or resources are identified in sections 3 through 6. For each scheme, the associated name space management strategies are analyzed. Section 7 provides an example of how the derived cost formulas may be applied to an existing network configuration.
The Hodel
The name server database is distributed among N servers, NSv..NS#. At any point in time, some fraction of these servers will be accessible; the others may have crashed or become detached from the network. F represents the current number of name servers whose data is inaccessible because of some failure. Name server failures are assumed to be uniformly distributed. That is, all name servers are presumed to have the same mean time to failure, and hence, crash with equal frequency and probability.
The various name server clients are enumerated 1... U. The term "client" may refer to a specific program, host, network, or some combination thereof. In general, clients are distinguished by their location in the internet relative to the name servers and by the particular objects they reference.
A name server client need only know the location of a single name server, presumably the closest ~ one, to make use of the name service. Name server queries are assumed to be iterative: if the primary name server, NSm~-,, is unable to answer the query then it returns the location of a more knowledgeable colleague. Several iterations may be necessary for some naming conventions and management strategies.
The name server database is strictly partitioned into K fragments, which often reflect partitions in the name space. In the degenerate case, each database entry is a separate fragment. The database partitions, db l...dbK, correspond to indivisible units of storage. That is, either the complete database fragment is stored at a given name server or none of it is.
Each name server has authority over some subset of the database partitions. Typically, no single name server stores the complete database. The set S~ contains those name servers that store partition db~. S#, for/¢=I...K, is a subset of ~NSI..
.NSN].
For each name server, d~ denotes the cost of executing a query at NSi. This cost, which could depend on such things as the overall size of the database maintained by NSi and the kind of database facilities employed, is assumed to be fixed over time.
The round trip transmission cost between client u and name server i is given by cui. Observe that c,~ strongly depends on the site at which the client is executing. It varies according to the number of gateways traversed and the speeds of the intermediate transmission fines. The number of bytes transferred is assumed to have a negligible influence on the communication cost since name server queries arid responses are generally quite small. Variations due to network congestion are also ignored.
For a given name server, NSt, C~ specifies the complete cost of accessing that name server remotely from client u. This cost includes both the communication and processing costs. Hence, C~ is the sum of d~ and c,~.
Each client has a set of objects (or resources) that it regularly references. Different clients generally use different sets of objects. Client u's reference mix is represented by r~l...r,~. That is, T,#~ is the percentage of name server accesses performed by client ~ to the database partition db k.
In summary, the distributed name server configuration is characterized as follows: This cost may involve accessing configuration data from one or more name servers.
Although a client's reference mix, which the system designer has no control over, contributes significantly to the client's expected name server lookup cost, it plays no part in the cost of retrieving an individual object's name server entry. Thus, the following sections ignore the clients' access patterns in E(Lu) and concentrate on formulating /_~. The client subscript u is left out of the formulas to increase their clarity; this can be safely done since the performance observed by a particular client is independent of the locations of other clients.
Flat Name ~aee
The simplest naming convention that one can imagine is a fiat name space where names are character strings exhibiting no structure. For managing such a name space, two obvious choices exist: store the complete name server database at all sites or store each name server entry at some arbitrary site.
In the first case, S# = {NSI...NS#I. The primary name server, generally the physically closest one, can always be queried since it contains the complete set of information about all named objects in the environment. Thus, the retrieval cost is simply L~ = C.=~ This approach has been used by the Arpanet, for example, in which the complete host table mapping host names to host numbers is copied to every host. For widely distributed environments containing a large number of named objects, the effort needed to distribute the entire database and maintain consistency between copies may be prohibitive. Even the cost of storing this huge database may be excessive for many installations. The Arpanet maintainers have been experiencing precisely these problems as the Arpanet has vastly expanded in recent years.
If the naming information is stored at a single name server, Sk = ~NSi~, then the storage and consistency problems with the previous approach are avoided. However, since the name space offers no clues as to a database entry's whereabouts, locating the desired data may necessitate querying each name server in succession until the authoritative one is discovered. ]f the authoritative name server for an object is chosen at random then half of the name servers must be accessed on the average to :retrieve the object's information. The retrieval cost becomes L~ = ~ C,., t=1 assuming that the name servers are queried in numerical order.
Whereas the first approach was costly in terms of storage, this second approach is costly in terms of name server lookups. Neither of them is very practical for large environments. The principle problem with a flat nanm space is the difficulty in locating the storage site for the named information.
Physically Partitioned
By adding structure to an object's name that reflects the management authority for the name, some of the difficulty in ascertaining the object's authoritath~ name server can be alleviated. Specifically, the naming convention propeT_narrte@rtame_seToer could be adopted.
The wa~server part of an object's name identifies the name server that is responsible for managing information about the object. The proper._name unambiguously identifies the object in the context of the naming authority. The complete name propeT.._nam~@name._server is thus globally urtambiguous as long as the name servers are unambiguously :named.
A two part naming convention of this sort partitions the name space in a way that simplifies its management. Not only does the appendage of the naming authority to an object's name facilitate locating the data about the object, but it also simplifies name assignment since the proper Tuzrrte need only be locally unambiguous. That is, each name server has sufficient information to guarantee the global unambiguity of a newly assigned object name. To effectively manage a name space following such a naming convention, each name server must know the location of every other name server, as well as storing the naming information for all objects under its authority.
A name space of this sort is said to be physically partitioned since a name reveals the physical storage site of information about its referent. Also, a name server is generally the naming authority for objects in its proximity, and thus the name space reflects the physical distribution of objects in the internetwork. A prime example is the naming convention often used by electronic mail applications:
user@host. ]n this case, every host is the naming authority for all users who receive mail on that host.
With a physically partitioned name space, a one-to-one mapping exists between database partitions arid name servers. That is, K=N and S~ = ~NS~I. Two accesses are required to obtain the information about a given object: one to locate the naming authority and one to access the data. A special case arises if the desired naming information is stored at the primary name server; in this case, only a single access is required since the main name server can recognize that it is the authority and return the data directly. The cost of a lookup is thus
However, if the total number of name servers is small, clients can easily cache the network addresses of the various name servers, thereby reducing the cost to z, = c~.
The access to the local name server has been eliminated since the individual hosts are knowledgeable enough to query the correct storage site directly. The resulting lookup algorithm is optimal given the assumptions that naming data is stored exactly once.
Organizationally Partitioned

ft. I. Overview
Even though a physically partitioned name space has been shown to perform very well in terms of lookup time, it is not the favored naming convention of many systems for managerial reasons.
Resource names . are primarily assigned by people, and people are generally under various administrative authorities working on various projects. These different administrations may share a name server but wish to maintain complete control over their resources and the names of their resources. Hence, they often prefer a name space that is o~z~y p~cL Names take the form preper.vmrne@org~/zat/an in which the authority for assigning names is explicitly recognized.
With such a naming scheme, the database partitions correspond to organizations rather than name servers; each name server can be the authority for some subset of the organizations. Since the assignment of object names is independent of the assignment of responsibility for ,naintalning information about the objects, the name service can be easily reconfigured. That is, new name servers can he added to the environment and acquire authority over part of the existing name space; application programs which rely on the name service are unaffected since the object names do not reflect the name server configuration.
Suppose, for a moment, that each organization's data is managed by a single name server as with a physically partitioned name space, St = ~NSiI. In order to efficiently locate an object's name server data, each name server should know which server has responsibility for each organization. This way, name server queries can be processed in two steps as before. First, the primary name server maps the organization name to the authoritative name server for that organization and returns its network address. Then the remote name server is contacted to retrieve the appropriate naming information. The lookup cost is basically the same as for physically partitioned data, /. = C.~ + Q. except that two database retrievals are always required since a name server can not determine whether or not it is the authority for the desired data without consulting the local database. One round trip transmission cost can be saved, however, if the primary name server retrieves and returns the name server entry directly upon discovering that it is the storage site for the desired data. Thus, /. = c,,,,~ + a,,~., ifs~=~Ns.~.I.
Replicated Data
, Perhaps the greatest advantage of an organizationally partitioned name space is the ease with which replicated naming information can be accommodated. In a distributed system, replication can enhance the availability of the data by providing several independent sources for retrieval and can improve performance by allowing the data to be stored closer to where it is most frequently accessed. These benefits can he obtained by making the name server database partially redundant, that is, by storing the database partitions as replicated copies at many sites. The cardinality of set St is the degree of replication.
To 0upport replication, the lookup algorithm described previously for an organizationally partitioned name space could be easily extended to recognize several authoritative name servers for each organization rather than just a single responsible one. Each name server could know the complete set of authoritative name servers for each organization, S~. The Grapevine system [1] developed at Xerox Pain Alto Research Center, for example, is based on this approach. The Grapevine name space is partitioned into reg~str/es which can be arbitrarily dispersed among the various rsgisfra~i~n servers. Techniques are employed to maintain consistency among the various copies.
Any available copy of an organization's name server data can be used to answer queries. For performance reasons, accessing the closest authoritative name server for the named object is generally desirable. In the Grapevine system, each registration server maintains a complete list of the other servers ordered by distance. This may not be feasible for a large environment with a substantial number of name servers [5] .
Assuming that the closest authoritative name server, NS=I~ E: S~, can be determined with negligible cost, the name server lookup cost becomes
Although this formula looks similar to the previous formulas, the cost should be less with replicated data since the name. server accessed by various clients, NSratn,, could differ from client to client, whereas before each client was forced to access the same server. Nevertheless, without some knowledge of how the authoritative name servers are selected and how many exist for a given database partition, comparing the costs of the different name space management techniques is very difficult.
One simple approach would be to distribute R copies (R<N) of the name server data uniformly. In other words, R authoritative name servers are chosen at random for each database partition. Without loss of generality, assume for the moment that the name servers are ordered such that Q ~ C$ for/<j andNSl = NSmffi~. Under this assumption, the expected lookup cost can be computed as follows,
This formula allows one to quantitatively determine the benefit of replication on performance by increasing the value of R. Of course, the benefits that can be achieved depend greatly on the physical configuration of the internet and the placement of the name servers.
§.~ Name Server Mures
With partially redundant name server data, the failure of a name server should potentially degrade performance but should not render any information unavailable provided the number of failures is less than the degree of replication. The effect of name server failures on performance can be gauged by incorporating such failures into the previous lookup cost formula. For F failed name servers selected at random, F < R, this formula remains z~vo,~ = c~ + Prob(main anon,)
But the probability of retrieving the desired resource information from name server i becomes substantially more complex, 
Prob (~ =m~)
= ~ q-U [i -FN----]
x ~ Prob~+lst is dead I 3 are dead $=0
and ~ server 4. is not dead)
If the number of name server failures exceeds the degree of replication then it is no longer possible to assume that all data is still available. Hence, determining the performance degradation is not feasible. Nevertheless, it is instructive to look at the probability that a given piece of data is inaccessible, that is, all responsible name servers for the information have crashed. This probability,
F-l i~ccess~ble ) ,l~ N : ? '
is valid for any values of F and R, although it is aiwsys zero for F < R.
Hierarchical Names
The techniques previously described and anal~ed for two part structured names can be extended to hier<z.rvhical names consisting of more than two parts. Hierarchical names, which have been used in file systems for many years, have recently been adopted for naming network objects. System designers may choose to either fix the number of levels or allow an arbitrary hierarchy. The new DARPA Internet Domain Naming Convention [7] , for instance, uses an unbounded tree structured name space for identifying network hosts and mail recipients, while the Xerox c.learinghouse [2] enforces a three-part naming structure. In general, each layer represents either a physical or organizational partitioning of the name space.
With hierarchical name space management, the complete name server configuration data (S~ for all k) need not be stored at every name server. It is suffmient that each name server store only enough information to locate the authoritative name servers for the top level of the hierarchy. The top level name servers, in turn, should know the authoritative name servers for the name space subtrees directly under their administrative control. The araount of configuration data that must be maintained by name servers at the various levels of the hierarchy is proportional to the degree of branching of the name space tree. For this reason, hierarchical naming conventions with several levels are often better suited for naming large numbers of objects. for an organizationally partitioned name space, such as Grapevine from which the clearinghouse evolved, can bc applied in two steps. The two part name doma/n:organ/za'2ion can be considered the convention for naming Grapevine registries. The algorithm remains the same: lookup the authorities for the registry then contact the closest authority to retrieve the desired information. However, the first step now involves looking up the authorities for the organization and then contacting the closest one to retrieve the authorities for the domain. The cost formula for accessing the clearinghouse is thus
The analysis for hierarchies of more than three levels is a straightforward extension.
T. A 91unple Rnvir~ment
In practice, the cost formulas derived for name server queries can be applied to existing environments to analyze and subsequently improve the performance of the system, or they can aid in making design decisions when configuring a new system. For instance, a network administrator may wish to assess the benefits of increased replication or the addition of a new name server. Generally, the values for e¢ and d i would be obtained from measurement studies• For sake of this example, fictitious, but reasonable, numbers have been assigned for these quantities. Communication costs are normalized such that communicating over a~ocal Ethernet costs one time unit T. Assuming that the communication cost is proportional to the data transmission rate of the communication medium then transmission over a 56]( bps line costs approximately 54T, and similarly, communication over a 9.6K bps line costs around 312T. The host to host communication costs, then, are derived by adding the costs of the various communication links traversed• Table 1 enumerates the costs (in units of T) of communicating between a process on each network with each name server. The database access cost, ~, is taken to be ST. This is in accordance with experience indicating that for retrieval over a local network the cost of the data query generally dominates the communication costs by about a factor of 4 to B.
Suppose that a two parL organizationally partitioned name space is being managed by the collection of name servers. Tab/e 2. Effects of replication on Lu~jorm
On the average, having two copies of the data instead of one reduced the expected lookup cost by over 22Z. For networks 1-4-, which are connected by high speed lines, improvements of over 5DZ are achieved. Notice that clients on network B, which has no local name server and is separated from the rest of the world by low speed lines, suffer the worst performance. Furthermore, replication doesn't help them as much as others. Table 3 . Effects of failures on Lw4form for R = 5
The effect of failures on the cost of retrieving name server information is presented in Table 3 . Again, the results are given for clients on each network and averaged over all networks. These results indicate that name server failures actually degrade performance by very little for a replication factor of 5. Even if almost a fourth of the name servers are down, the expected lookup cost increases by only 15% on the average, and around 50% for the worst case. The availability of name server data, not performance, appears to be the primary concern when considering name server failures.
Conclumons
Distributed name servers provide a valuable tool for managing and locating~objects in a large internetworlc Two important choices must be made in designing a distributed naming service. First, uniform conventions for naming objects or resources should be adopted. Second, techniques must be devised for managing the resulting name space. These two choices have been explored together in this paper since naming conventions have a substantial influence on the management of resources complying with those conventions.
In selecting a naming conventior~ the set of objects can be either named with a flat homogeneous name space or partitioned into disjoint classes. When partitioning is done syntactically, which is generally the case, the name structure reflects physical or organizational associations. Hierarchical naming conventions that successively partition the name space at various levels are becoming popular. Hierarchically structured names result in a tree structured name space.
In order to answer a query, a name server must be able to locate, given only the objeet's name, the site(s) that maintain data about the desired object. This is the role of name space management. To achieve adequate perfor-mance, the object's name itself must convey sufficient information to allow the determination of a small subset of name servers to query. Name server configuration data provides valuable assistance in locating the authoritatiw: name server(s) for a given named object. However, the anmunt of configuration data that must be maintained can be substantial in the general case.
Techniques for clustering named objects into p~wtitions enable the amount of configuration data required in each name server to be reduced since it need only be maintained for each cluster and not each individual object. These techniques, in general, rely on particulars of the naming scheme. Syntactically partitioned name spaces provide natural object clusLers, whereas flaL name spaces are difficult to manage efficiently. Hence, structured names simplify management of the name space from both an administrative and system viewpoint.
Once a naming convention and associated name space management strategy have been selected, the observed performance of name server queries is dictated by the placement of the name servers and the distribution of the name server database.
The lookup cost formulas derived throughout the paper allow one to quantitaLively :measure the impact of the distributed name server configuration on a given client's level of performance. The name servers should be configured so as to minimize the sum of the expected lookup costs for all clients. This basically involves exploiting the locality of client reference patterns.
In practice, a range of localities can be observed. ]n electronic mail applications, which have been the predominant clients of name servers, person-to-person mail is often quite localized. T~nat is, users frequently send mail to other users in their same organization, group, or geographic area. These users are typically in a common name space partition° and hence, managed by common name servers. On the other hand, general interest distribution lists that include a substantial fraction of the entire user community may exhibit no locality. Such lists tend Lo ignore organizational and physical boundaries. Accesses to these lists are more unformly distributed.
Physical access patterns are dependent on both the frequency of accesses to the name server database entries (rut for k=l...K) and the mapping of data to storage sites (Sj for k=l...K). In other words, the amount of physical locality achievable in practice depends on the distribution of clients that are interested in a particular name server entry. The storage sites for the copies of a particular objeet's data must be carefully selected to coincide with the legions of interest. The selection of a fixed nl~rnber of storage sites at random was analyzed as a particularly naive configuration technique. For such a scheme, the degree of replication of database entries was shown to considerably impact the cost of accessing a given database entry. In cases where some reference locality exists, the cost formulas based on randomly selected storage sites can serve as a lower bound on performance.
Finally, the concentration in this paper on the performalice issues of distributed name servers is not meant to imply that performance is the only criteria to be considered in selecting a naming convention. Other considerations have been briefly mentioned in places although they have not been adequately addressed. ]n general, the choice of a naming convention involves weighing the many tradeoffs between ease of name assignment, objecL mobility, availability of naming information, individual autonomy, storage space requirements, and the cost of maintaining data consistency.
